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It takes twenty years to build a reputation and 

a few minutes of a cyber-incident to ruin it.’’

‘‘
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Cyber-insurance is used to protect businesses from risks relating to information technology 
infrastructure and activities. Risks of this nature are typically excluded from traditional commercial 
general liability policies or at least are not specifically defined in traditional insurance products.

G&M Insurance Services Inc. is a leading broker for the insurance and reinsurance of Cyber-Risk 
across the US. We have extensive expertise in this sector which allows us to offer clients a full range 
of insurance services from appraisals to risk reinsurance.

Introduction

G&M Insurance Services Inc. is part of the General 
& Medical Group, who are long established players 
in the provision of specialist insurance services to 
professionals, businesses and families both within 
the UK and internationally. Although providing 
medical insurance remains a core activity for the 
group they have developed many other services 
and insurance products available through their 
divisions and subsidiary companies.

As a Lloyd’s broker, our sister company G&M 
International has access to the Lloyd’s syndicate 
where we are able to utilise our broad range of 
products and services from the insurance industry 
and provide for major industry and business sectors 
as well as niche markets. We are continually refining 
and expanding our services to meet new needs in 
the ever-changing global market.

We are passionate about our business and we 
recognise that each client has their own particular 
challenges and considerations. At G&M Insurance 
Services Inc., service is our top priority, and we 
approach each situation with a strategic view and 
ensure that the right solution is implemented to 
cover each client’s individual insurance needs.
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Cybercrime – the new global threat
With global cybercrime damages predicted to 
cost $6 trillion annually by 2021, the following 
highlights how serious this threat can be to your 
business.

$530 million: The cost of the January 2018 
Coincheck hack, the biggest cryptocurrency heist 
to date. (Source:Time Money)

Globally, cybercrime was the 2nd most reported 
crime in 2016. (Source: PWC)

In proportion to the total number of crimes, 
cybercrime now accounts for more than 50% 
of all crimes in the UK. (Source: National Crime 
Agency)

• $500 billion: Microsoft’s estimate for the total 
potential cost of cybercrime to the global 
community. (Source:Microsoft)

$14 billion: The amount the U.S. government 
spent in 2017 on cybersecurity. The government 
intends to spend 19 million in 2017. (Source: 
CIO)

$2.1 trillion: The total global annual cost of all 
data breaches by 2019, as suggested by Juniper 
Research. (Source: Juniper Research)

$3.8 million: The average cost of a data breach 
to a business. (Source: Microsoft)

$158 billion: The collective amount of money 
consumers lost globally in 2015 due to 
cybercrime.  The U.S. accounts for $30 billion of 
that loss. (Source: Symantec)

$16 billion: The Javelin Strategy & Research 
2017 Fraud Report discovered that 15.4 million 
U.S. consumers (17.5 percent increase) lost $16 
billion to identity fraud in 2016. This marked 
a rise from 2015, when 13.1 million victims 
lost $15.3 billion. (Source: Javelin Strategy & 
Research)

$50 million: The total cost of cybercrime across 
237 major companies in 6 countries. (Source: 
Micro Focus)

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Most Common Types of Cyber-Attack
Email/Social Engineering/Spear Phishing - This 
category relates to targeted attacks against 
individuals. Whereby “hackers” collect personal 
information on an individual and impersonate 
them to try to relieve their company of data or 
money. For example posing as a CEO and ordering 
a money transfer.

IoT for DDOS attacks - This type of attack targets 
known vulnerabilities in IoT devices and hijacks 
them, including internet-connected webcams, 
security cameras, and digital video recorders. 
Each time a device is infected, the device spreads 
the malware to other vulnerable devices, 
expanding its reach.

Malware - Malware, short for malicious software, 
is an umbrella term used to refer to a variety of 
forms of hostile or intrusive software, including 
computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, 
ransomware, spyware

• 

Cybercrime joins environmental disasters, large-
scale involuntary migration and illicit trade as one 
of the most notable risks in the world in 2018, 
according to the latest Global Risks Report just 
brought out by WEF.

The ENISA Annual Threat Landscape Report lists (in 
order of risk) the following as types of cyber-attack 
we should worry about.

• 

• 

• 

• 

Ransomware - This can come in various forms but 
effectively a virus infects your computer and takes 
control away from the user. Then threatening 
to delete all the data unless a ransom is paid. 
WannaCry in 2017 is an example of a Ransomware 
attack. 

IoT Vulnerabilities - IoT is the “Internet of Things”. 
Such as wifi connected devices (eg air conditioning 
units or Amazon’s new Alexa Virtual Assistant, 
Webcams, etc). These devices often have fairly 
basic protections and can allow an easier backdoor 
into a network.
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Spam - Is irrelevant or unsolicited messages sent 
over the Internet, typically to a large number of 
users, for the purposes of advertising, phishing, 
spreading malware, etc.

Intruder Threat (malicious, accidental) - This is as 
simple as a “hacker” getting user passwords and 
logging on to a system. Usually this can be accidental 
(eg easily guessed passwords) or malicious (the 
system can be infected with malware)

Physical Manipulation/damage/theft/loss - This is 
the physical manipulation of systems (eg computer 
theft or damage).

Exploit Kits - These are automatic programs 
software kit designed to run on web servers, with 
the purpose of identifying software vulnerabilities 
in client machines communicating with it, and 
discovering and exploiting vulnerabilities to upload 
and execute malicious code on the client.

Web Based Attacks - From buffer-overflows to SQL 
injection, hackers have various techniques at their 
disposal to attack Web applications.

Denial of Service - In computing, a denial-of-service 
attack is a cyber-attack in which the perpetrator 
seeks to make a machine or network resource 
unavailable to its intended users by temporarily or 
indefinitely disrupting services of a host connected 
to the Internet.

Botnets - A Botnet is a network of private computers 
infected with malicious software and controlled as 
a group without the owners’ knowledge, e.g. to 
send spam.

Phishing - Phishing is the fraudulent practice of 
sending emails purporting to be from reputable 
companies in order to induce individuals to reveal 
personal information, such as passwords and credit 
card numbers. Unlike spear phishing this is not 
targeted at individuals and is usually much easier 
to spot.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Cyber-Liability Insurance
Cyber-risk is an exposure that no modern business can 

escape, and the financial impact of system interruption, 

privacy and cyber crime events are now felt within all 

industries. With solutions designed for businesses of all 

sizes, our cyber solutions provide cutting-edge cover to 

protect against the emerging threats of the digital age.

Cyber-Liability is a maturing insurance coverage 

which provides indemnity in the event of the insured 

suffering a security breach which could take the form 

of malware, a hacking attack, phishing, trojan horse, 

ransomware and the myriad perils that exist in the 

modern, technology environment where so many 

businesses are reliant on their IT systems. 

Businesses should bear in mind that modern day 

cyber-criminals are developing methods and products 

to disrupt systems for gain, disruption or revenge in an 

increasingly sophisticated way. Extortionists are not 

the only perpetrators of malign activity in this regard, 

disgruntled employees (or former employees) and 

individuals who wish to demonstrate their expertise to 

their peer groups also pose threats.

While insurance can provide financial reimbursement 

in line with the policy limits and conditions, G&M 

Insurance Services offers products which go 

considerably further. A 24 hour, 365 day helpline 

(also known as Breach Response) is provided which 

gives access to forensic accountants and lawyers, data 

recovery experts, PR companies and a whole host of 

professionals who can help in the mitigation of losses 

and the recovery of systems. The average response 

time is 30 minutes.
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We can also provide cover for system damage and 
business interruption, including but not limited to 
rectification costs and costs resulting from business 
interruption.

In the event of reputational damage, costs will 
be covered in addition to the provision of PR 
executives.

Network and security cover is provided in the 
form of reimbursement of costs triggered by 
transmission of malware to a third party and denial 
of service. Privacy liability is part of the cover along 
with management liability when attributable to a 
cyber-event.

Coverage

- Indemnity for legal and regulatory costs

- IT security and forensic costs

- Crisis communication costs

- Privacy breach management costs

- Post breach mediation costs

- Fund transfer fraud

- Theft of funds held in escrow

- Theft of personal funds 
  (in the case of senior executives)

- Extortion

- Corporate identity theft (cover is also provided 
  for identity theft in the case of senior executives)

- Telephone hacking

- Phishing

We will indemnify against regulatory fines, payment 
card breach, defamation and intellectual property 
rights infringement.

The cover also includes technology errors and 
omissions and court attendance costs.

All of the indemnities are available up to the policy 
limits and unlimited retroactive cover is provided in 
respect of incidence which have occurred previously 
but discovered during the policy period.

All of the above should be considered in conjunction 
with the policy wording.

Coverage includes, in addition to the incident 
response team, the following elements.

In terms of cybercrime, cover can be provided for:-
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Incident & Breach Response Team
In order to provide rapid first line support to all our cyber-clients, our underwriters operate a 24/7 global 
cyber-incident response centre. The contact centre is manned by multi-lingual, experienced call handlers who 
are available at all times to respond to live incidents or accept the reporting of active claims.

After the initial triage process, clients will be assigned a dedicated and experienced cyber-claims handler that 
will act as their primary point of contact throughout the lifecycle of the claim. Your contact will be able to 
support you during and after an incident, including:

• 

• 

• 

Providing access to our extensive partner network, including offering advice as to the right companies to 
use to resolve your particular incident quickly and cost effectively.

Coordinating the incident response and carefully reviewing the scope of work and performance of the 
specialist teams, ensuring that the incident is handled within the scope of your policy and alerting you when 
this is not the case.

Providing central communication and a single point of contact to ensure that you and your key stakeholders 
are kept up to date with the progress of any claim.
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Reducing Your Cyber-Risk

Organizational Controls

This set of actions and Best Practices has been designed to protect your 
organization and data from known cyber-attack vectors:

Take a full inventory of all hardware assets (laptops, mobiles etc) and 
ensure nothing is unaccounted for and make sure access is properly 
controlled (ie user privileges and access control)

Take a full inventory and control of all software assets.

Ensure all devices, laptops, desktops and servers have a secure 
configuration

Implement a security awareness training program

Application software security

Penetration tests and red team exercises

Have in place a good incident response and management (this is 
included in the insurance package)

First Steps
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Implement an ongoing vulnerability assessment and remediation

Make sure any administrative privileges are properly controlled and 
monitored

Maintain, monitor and analyse audit logs

Email and Web Browser Protections

Implement Malware defences

Limitation and control of network ports, protocols and services

Data recovery capabilities

Secure configuration for network devices such as firewalls, routers, 
switches

Boundary defence (ie Control the flow of traffic through network borders)

Ensure any sensitive company or client data is properly secured

Controlled access based on the “need to know” principle

Account monitoring and control

Ongoing controls
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Understanding your Insurance Policy

Cybercrime is the largest threat facing businesses 
today, so a robust insurance policy is an essential 
purchase for any business. G&M Insurance Services 
Inc. regularly review our clients coverage to ensure 
they are getting not only the best price, but coverage 
that keeps pace with their business.

With the financial viability of the business and a 
company’s reputation on the line, it is imperative to 
make sure their Cyber-Insurance policy is suitable for 
their needs and leaves no vulnerabilities that could 
wipe out a lifetime of work

Your policy limit is the maximum amount that an 
insurer will pay out towards a claim. There are two 
types of limit: “each and every loss” – which means 
that no single claim can be above this amount, but 
you could have multiple claims. “In the aggregate” 
– means that this is the total amount of money 
underwriters will pay out over a period.

For example a limit of “USD 1,000,000 each and every 
loss and USD 5,000,000 in the aggregate” means that 
no single claim will be paid out more than USD 1mil, 
but you can have as many claims as you like over the 
period as long as this total is not then over USD 5mil.

Other items to look for in a policy are sublimits, which 
are values (sometimes stated as percentages of the 
total policy amount) that will be paid for specific 
things like replacement computer equipment or 
legal assistance. 

Another important component of the policy is the 
deductible or excess. Your policy limit sits above an 
excess, and you will need to pay this amount yourself 
before the insurance will kick in. A deductible is 
slightly different in that it is instead deducted from 
any claimed amount.

What this means in practice is that under policy 
with a USD 1mil limit and USD 10k deductible, you 
could claim for USD 1mil and you would receive a 
maximum amount of USD 990,000 (10k deducted). 
Whereas under a policy with a USD 1mil limit and 
USD 10k excess, you pay the first 10k then can still 
claim up to the whole million (ie you would need to 
have a loss up to USD 1,010,000 to get a full 1mil 
payout)

The policy situation (sometimes known as 
“territorial limits”) outlines where the “risk” is. This 
is important to note for clients in the USA performing 
activities that may cross state lines.
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Risks Beyond Cyber

Property Insurance
Protects against damage to the building & contents in the event of 
fire, natural disaster etc.

Professional Indemnity
If you are alleged to have provided inadequate advice, services or 
designs to a client, professional indemnity insurance provides cover 
for the legal costs and expenses in defending the claim, as well as 
compensation payable to your client to rectify the mistake.

General Liability
Coverage for a wide range of third party liabilities that could lead to 
a claim.

Directors & Officers
Protects against an individual’s liabilities that include actions taken while 

serving on a board of a non-profit organisation or as president of a practice.
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G&M Insurance Services Inc. has a broad variety of other products and services that we can assist with, so please 
check our website or other brochures to see if there are other areas we can assist with, or just ask one of our 
friendly team for further advice.

Business Interruption
Protects against most things that could possibly disrupt a business, 
such as a natural disaster that destroys the office, or an extended 
loss of power that prevents the practice from operating. Usually 
sold alongside a property policy.

Errors & Omissions
Protects against liability for parts of the practice falling outside a 
traditional malpractice policy, such as billing operations.

Personal Accident, Critical Illness, Keyman Insurance & Loss of Income
A variety of products for individuals against various medical situations that 

can temporarily affect their personal income stream (loss of income), or 

the overall income of a practice (keyman). As well as payouts for provision 

of urgent care (personal accident), or a lump sum for diagnosis of certain 

serious diseases (critical illness). To keep individual premiums down these are 

ideally sold as a group policy to an entire practice.
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Cyber-Insurance Application Form
This application form is for companies with revenues of less than $50m who are looking for cyber insurance limits of 
$5m or below. If you would like further information about the cover available or assistance with completing this form 
then please discuss with your broker.

Company Name

Primary Address Description of Business Activities

Contact Name

Basic Company �etails:
Please complete the following details for the entire company or group (including all subsidiaries) that is applying for the insurance policy:

Primary Industry Sector

Website Address

Date Established: Last Complete Financial Year Revenue

Revenue from US Sales (%)

Primary Contact �etails
Please provide details for the primary contact for this insurance policy:

Position

Email Address Telephone Number

Coverage �equired

Please indicate which limit options you would like to receive a quotation for (if cover is not required for a particular area please leave blank):

Cyber-Incident Response:

Cyber & Privacy Liability:

System Damage & Business Interruption:

Cybercrime:

250k

250k

250k

100k

500k

500k

500k

250k

1m

1m

1m

1m

2m

2m

2m

Other

5m

5m

5m

Other

Other

Other

Currency: USD           EUR     GBP             Other
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Cyber-Insurance Application Form

Coverage required

Previous Cyber-Incidents
Please tick all the boxes below that relate to any cyber-incident that you have experienced in the last two years (there is no need to 
highlight events that were successfully blocked by security measures):

Cybercrime 

Cyber-Extortion 

Data Loss

Denial of Service Attack

Malware Infection

Privacy Breach 

Ransomware 

IP Infringement

Other (please specify)

If you ticked any of the boxes above, did the incident(s) have a direct impact upon your business of more than $10,000?

If yes, please provide more information below, including details of the financial impact and measures taken to prevent the incident from 
occurring again:

Yes No

Important Notice

By signing this form, you agree that the information provided is both accurate and complete and that you have made all reasonable 
attempts to ensure this is the case by asking the appropriate people within your business. G&M Insurance Services Inc. will use this 
information solely for the purposes of providing insurance services and may share your data with third parties in order to do this. We may 
also use anonymised elements of your data for the analysis of industry trends and to provide benchmarking data. For full details on our 
privacy policy please visit www.gminsure.com

Contact Name:       Position:

Signature:       Date: 

G&M Insurance Services Inc. is a division of General & Medical Finance Ltd., who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Authority (FCA).
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Contact us
Tel: 00 1 (832) 681 8657

Email:  info@gminsure.com
Website: www.gminsure.com

GMIS-1003-V1.0

G&M Insurance Services Inc. 
Office 354, 14090 Southwest Freeway 

Suite 300, Sugar Land, Texas 77478


